
 

 

LED Search Light  
P/N:BLED-SL50 BW – Black Housing 

P/N:BLED-SL50 WT – White Housing 

Congratulations and Thank you for purchasing the Beamers LED 

search light 

Contents: 

(1) BLED SL50 LED search light  - Black or White casing with mounting plate. 

(1) BLED SL50-REM – LED search light remote with 9V battery.  

(1) Instructions. 

 

Please read instructions before using the LED search light. 

- Never look directly into beam of light or aim at the eyes of another person or animal.  Do not 

aim at vehicles, aircrafts, or other moving objects. 

- Always use the proper 12V-24V cigarette lighter plug in. 

- Take precautions when using the magnetic base. There are limitations when using on a vehicle 

moving at high speeds as the search light may fall off your vehicle.  

- Ensure that mounting base is fastened to a stable/sturdy surface so that the search light can 

be properly locked into the mounting base.  

 

Operating Guide: 

- Plug in cigarette light adapter to provide power to the LED search light. 

- Ensure 9V battery is installed into remote. 

- Press the On/Off button (located in the lower left corner of the remote) 

- If remote does not turn on LED search light go to  

“Programming the Remote” section. 

- Directional arrows adjust the LED searchlight to desired positions. 

- Horizontal movement with Left and Right arrows. 

- Vertical movement with Up and Down arrows. 

 

 

 



Programming the Remote: 

Note: Read programming instructions fully before proceeding. 

Step 1: Insert 9V battery into remote. 

Step 2: Plug in cigarette light adapter to provide power to the LED search light. 

Step 3: Within 5 seconds of giving power to the search light, rapidly press the (On/Off) button 

until the LED search light responds by turning on. 

Step 4: Test remote functions – If the search light does not respond or function with the remote. 

Repeat Steps 1-3 or consult your Beamers Product representative for tech support. 

Specifications: 

Input Power: 12-24V DC 

Output Power: 50 Watt 

Lumen Output: 4700Lm 

LED type: CREE 

LED count: 10 x 5W LEDS 

Beam Pattern:  30in Spot 

Color Temp.:  6500K 

Control Type: Remote Controlled 

Movement: 360° Horizontal, 120° Vertical 

Weight: 7lbs 

Working Temperature:  -45°C~+80°C 

Color: Black 

Material: ABS Plastic Housing, Poly Carbonate Front Cover 

IP Rating: IP56 

Range of remote: Minimum 100’ 


